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DID NEWTON RENOUNCE INFINITESIMALS? 
BY TYRONE LA1 
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
SU&MARIES 
De Morgan, in an article published in 1852, advanced 
the thesis that Newton "renounces and abjures" the 
infinitely small quantity in 1704. My paper seeks to 
establish that Newton did not; that infinitesimals formed 
in fact part of the foundation of his method of fluxions; 
and that, in addition, they were elements in his general 
ontology. 
Dans un article publid en 1852, De Morgan affirme 
l'hypothbse que Newton renonce et renie les quantites 
infiniment petites des 1704. Mon article cherce 2 
confirmer que Newton ne les d&avoue pas; que les infini- 
ment petits constituent une base fondamentale pour la 
methode des fluxions outre de servir comme 616ments dans 
sa m&aphysique g&&ale. 
I. 
That Newton used infinitesimals in his calculus is a fact 
that even Newton himself would not deny. In his anonymous 
review of the Commercium Epistolicum, Newton writes: 
Mr. Newton used the Letter o in his Analysis written in 
or before the Years 1669, and in his Rook of Quadratures, 
and in his Principia Philosophiae, and still uses it in 
the very same Sense as at first. In his Rook of Quadra- 
tures he used it in conjunction with the Symbol P, and 
therefore did not use that Symbol in its Room. These 
Symbols o and ? are put for things of a different kind. 
The one is a Moment, the other a Fluxion or Velocity as 
has been explained above. When the Letter x is put for 
a Quantity which flows uniformly, the Symbol Z? is an Unit, 
and the Letter 0 a Moment, and 20 and dx signify the same 
Moment. Prickt Letters never signify Moments, unless 
when they are multiplied by the Moment o either exprest 
or understood to make them infinitely little, and then 
the Rectangles are put for Moments. [Newton 1715, 2041 
This shows clearly that even in 1715 Newton had no intention of 
dropping infinitesimals from his calculus. 
However, exactly what Newton’s attitude was towards 
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infinitesimals has not been clear. De Morgan [1852a] advances 
the thesis that Newton -- in 1704, to be precise -- "renounced 
and abjured" the infinitely small quantity. But Boyer, who 
evidently has examined the evidence, writes in his History of 
the calculus [1959, 2011 that Newton "did not abjure the infini- 
tesimal completely, but continued to speak of moments as 
infinitely little parts." Boyer is of the opinion that Newton's 
writings are not sufficiently clear to indicate a definite 
position with regard to infinitesimals. Newton might have 
renounced infinitesimals, but why, for example, did he continue 
speaking of moments as infinitely little parts after 1704? 
[Boyer 1959, ZOO-2021. 
The main evidence that De Morgan used to support his thesis 
was Newton's opening statements in his preface to the Quadratura 
Curvarum published in 1704. He also cited, as supporting evi- 
dence, the change in language from the draft of the Quadratura 
to the published version; this we consider in Section VI. 
The Quadratura had been prepared for some years when the 
preface was written not long before its publication. The open- 
ing statements delineate very forcefully Newton's position with 
regard to the foundation of the calculus as well as indicating 
the history of this position. What follows is from the 1710 
English translation [Whiteside 1964 I, 1411. 
I don't here consider Mathematical Quantities as composed 
of Parts extreamly small, but as generated by a continual 
motion. Lines are described, and by describing are 
generated, not by any apposition of Parts, but by a 
continual motion of Points. Surfaces are generated by the 
motion of Lines, Solids by the motion of Surfaces, Angles 
by the Rotation of their Legs, Time by a continual flux, 
and so in the rest. These Geneses are founded upon Nature, 
and are every Day seen in the motion of Bodies. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Therefore considering that Quantities, encreasing in 
equal times, and generated by this encreasing, are greater 
or less, according as their Velocity by which they encrease, 
and are generated, is greater or less; I endeavoured after 
a Method of determining the Quantities from the Velocities 
of their Motions or Increments, by which they are generated; 
and by calling the Velocities of the Motions, or of the 
Augments, by the Name of Fluxions , and the generated Quanti- 
ties Fluents, I (in the Years 1665 and 1666) did, by degrees, 
light upon the Method of Fluxions, which I here make use 
of in the Quadrature of Curves. 
De Morgan did not give any extensive argument to support his 
contention that Newton in this preface abjured and renounced the 
infinitely small quantity. He took it for granted that this was 
just what Newton intended to do. De Morgan was aware that even 
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after 1704 Newton was speaking of moments as infinitely small, 
but puzzling as this might appear, he did not think this warran- 
ted changing his interpretation of these opening statements. 
What else can these sentences mean if not a renunciation of 
infinitesimals? 
But one thing was left out of account in De Morgan’s interpre- 
tation. These opening statements were a renunciation of the 
traditional method of indivisibles; on this I would agree with 
De Morgan. But they also constituted an affirmation of the 
method of fluxions and Newton would be renouncing and abjuring 
the infinitely small quantity only if the method of fluxions did 
not incorporate infinitesimals. If both the traditional method 
of indivisibles and Newton’s method of fluxions incorporated 
infinitesimals, renunciation of one of the former would not 
constitute renunciation of the latter. It is understandable that 
De Morgan overlooked this. For in Newton’s account of the foun- 
dation of the calculus, the method of fluxions was to be used 
together with the method of first and last ratios, and the 
latter, as introduced in the Principia, was for the purpose of 
avoiding infinitesimals. This would be self-defeating, it would 
seem, if the method of fluxions had to rely on infinitesimals. 
Yet there is very clear evidence ‘that the method of fluxions 
does make use of infinitesimals. This requires us to be very 
careful with the method of first and last ratios in the 
Principia. 
II. 
Newton first introduced fluxions in the Principia after 
presenting the method of first and last ratios and warning his 
readers: 
If hereafter I should happen to consider quantities as 
made up of particles, or should use little curved lines 
for right ones, I would not be understood to mean indivi- 
sibles, but evanescent divisible quantities, not the sums 
and ratios of determinate parts, but always the limit of 
sums and ratios; and that the force of such demonstrations 
always depends on the method [of first and last ratios] 
laid down in the foregoing Lemmas. [Cajori 1934, 381 
This warning one should do well to keep in mind. When Newton 
makes use of indivisibles or infinitesimals, one should not take 
these seriously but should consider the substitution of equiva- 
lent statements made from the point of view of the method of 
first and last ratios. Be that as it may, if, after giving this 
warning, Newton were himself to describe explicitly certain 
quantities as infinitesimals, we ought to take him seriously. 
The quoted warning is in force when Newton falls into using the 
traditional language of indivisibles without explanation. It 
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should not apply, and in fact one should take much more seriously 
what Newton wants to say, when Newton takes the trouble to 
explain that certain mathematical quantities are infinitesimals. 
[1] This Newton does in introducing the method of fluxions in 
the first edition of the Principia: 
I call any quantity a genitum which is not made by addition 
or subtraction of divers parts, but is generated or pro- 
duced in arithmetic by the multiplication, division, or 
extraction of the root of any terms whatsoever; in geometry 
by the finding of contents and sides, or of the extremes 
and means of proportionals. Quantities of this kind are 
products, quotients, roots, rectangles, squares, cubes, 
square and cubic sides, and the like. These quantities I 
here consider as variable and indetermined, and increasing 
or decreasing, as it were, by a continual motion or flux; 
and I understand their momentary increments or decrements 
by the name of moments; so that the increments may be 
esteemed as added or affirmative moments; and the decrements 
as subtracted or negative ones. But take care not to look 
upon finite particles as such. Moments, as soon as they 
are of finite magnitude, cease to be moments. To be given 
finite bounds is in some measure contrary to their con- 
tinuous increase or decrease. We are to conceive them as 
the just nascent principles of finite magnitudes. [Cajori 
1934, 249, 653-6541 
Here Newton is not carrying out a demonstration, nor engaged 
in any routine mathematical task. He is explaining the concep- 
tual foundation of his method of fluxions, a method that he knows 
is not familiar, It should be clear that the warning he gives 
in connection with the method of first and last ratios does not 
apply here. 
There are a number of things to notice in this explanation. 
First, one can see how closely it resembles the opening state- 
ments of the preface to the Quadratura. In the Principia: "I 
call any quantity a genitum which is not made by addition or 
subtraction of divers parts, but is generated . . . by a continual 
motion or flux. I' In the Quadratura: "1 don't here consider 
Mathematical Quantities as composed of Parts extreamly small, 
but as generated by a continual motion." On both occasions 
Newton contrasts his method of fluxions with the traditional 
method of indivisibles. Second, whereas in the Principia mathe- 
matical quantities are said to be generated through the flux of 
moments which are not finite, this latter point is suppressed in 
the Quadratura. But suppressed or not, moments remain part and 
parcel of the method of fluxions, and moments are infinitesimals. 
This is so before 1704 and after 1704 as Boyer points out and as 
De Morgan himself acknowledges. We will see later that the points 
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and lines from which mathematical quantities are said to be 
generated in the Quadratura are infinitesimals. Third, the 
warning given in connection with the method of first and last 
ratios should definitely not apply since Newton says quite 
explicitly, when talking about moments: "Take care not to look 
upon finite particles as such." 
I hope it is now sufficiently clear that the rejection of the 
traditional method of indivisibles and the affirmation of the 
method of fluxions do not at all imply a renunciation of 
infinitesimals, since the method of fluxions also incorporates 
infinitesimals. 
III. 
Let us now take a second look at the method of first and last 
ratios. In introducing this method in the Principia, Newton 
contrasts it with the method of indivisibles: 
Demonstrations are shorter by the method of indivisibles; 
but because the hypothesis of indivisibles seems somewhat 
harsh, and therefore that method is reckoned less geometri- 
cal, I chose rather to reduce the demonstrations of the 
following propositions to the first and last sums and 
ratios of nascent and evanescent quantities, that is, to 
the limits of those sums and ratios, and so to premise, as 
short as I could, the demonstration of those limits. For 
hereby the same thing is performed as by the method of 
indivisibles; and now those principles being demonstrated, 
we may use them with greater safety. [Cajori 1934, 381 
This passage often gives rise to the impression that Newton 
somehow thought that the method of first and last ratios was 
sufficient to enable him to eliminate infinitesimals from the 
calculus. And if he could do so, it would not be surprising if 
he should renounce them at some point. 
However, the method of first and last ratios, as Newton 
practices it, does not eliminate working with infinitesimals but 
only eliminates them from interpretations of results. Newton 
never gave any general directions for replacing proofs using 
infinitesimals by proofs involving first and last ratios; he 
gave only some examples of how this could be done in specific 
cases. Moreover, he succeeded in explaining only vaguely what 
he meant by first and last ratios. Boyer [1959, 2021 thinks 
that "Newton's final view of the basis of the subject . . . seems 
to be shown in his remark in De quadratura: 'I have sought to 
demonstrate that in the method of fluxions it is not necessary 
to introduce into geometry infinitely small figures."' However, 
notice the phrase "sought to demonstrate" which does not imply 
success. Moreover Newton continues: 
For this Analysis may be performed in any figures whatso- 
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ever, whether finite or infinitely small, so they are but 
imagined to be similar to the Evanescent Figures; as also 
in Figures which may be reckoned as infinitely small, if 
you do but proceed cautiously. [Whiteside 1964, 1431 
The tenor of this passage is the same as in the Principia 
quotation at the beginning of this section [Cajori 1934, 381, On 
the one hand, Newton held out the possibility, never realized, 
that he could completely eliminate infinitesimals. On the other, 
he tried to suggest, unobtrusively, that there was really no 
harm in using them. In the Principia, this was done, no doubt, 
for the better reception of his calculus. In the Quadratura, 
it was used as a means of claiming superiority and priority over 
Leibniz's differential calculus. 
Newton's position on the method of first and last ratios is 
somewhat more clearly stated by himself in his review of the 
Commercium Epistolicum: 
And whereas it has been represented that the use of the 
Letter o is vulgar, and destroys the Advantages of the 
Differential Method: on the contrary, the Method of 
Fluxions, as used by Mr. Newton, has all the Advantages 
of the Differential, and some others. It is more elegant, 
because in his Calculus there is but one infinitely little 
Quantity represented by a Symbol, the Symbol o. We have 
no Ideas of infinitely little Quantities, and therefore 
Mr. Newton introduced Fluxions into his Method, that it 
might proceed by finite Quantities as much as possible. 
[Newton 1715, 2051 
Here it is clearly stated that he did not completely omit the 
use of infinitesimals; the use of fluxions allowed him only to 
"proceed by finite quantities as much as possible." 
The method of first and last ratios allows Newton to say that 
the rate of change of a mathematical quantity is a kind of 
instantaneous velocity without having to say that that velocity 
represents in actual fact the division of one infinitesimal by 
another. Instantaneous velocity, or the fluxion, can be 
regarded as the limit, the ultimate ratio, that the ratios of 
certain finite quantities tend towards when these quantities are 
diminished ad infinitum. In the preface to the Quadratura 
Newton says that the method of first and last ratios applies to 
all figures "whether finite or infinitely small." In the 
Principia Newton applied the method to a number of geometrical 
examples that did not use infinitesimals. In the preface to the 
Quadratura, he applied it to an algebraic example in the same 
way. But in a demonstration within the body of the Quadratura, 
he applied the method to an algebraic example that made use of 
moments, i.e. infinitesimals. 
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IV. 
Newton's conception of mathematical quantities as being 
generated through the motion of infinitesimals was a somewhat 
unusual conception of mathematical quantities, but he was not 
unique in thinking of mathematical quantities in this way. 
Newton acknowledges [Whiteside 1967, 344, n.41 that he might have 
gotten his fluxional method from his teacher, Isaac Barrow, and 
Barrow did in fact make use of a fluxional conception of mathe- 
matical quantities. [2] 
A more interesting possible source than even Barrow for 
Newton's fluxional view of mathematical quantities was Henry 
More. In his Immortality of the soul (1662), More was concerned 
with something very different from the fluxional calculus. Yet 
in a set of "axiomes" he gives a fluxional view of mathematical 
quantities surprisingly like Newton's. 
A Globe touches a Plane in something, though in the least 
that is conceivable to be real [that is, at a point which 
is an infinitesimal -- T.L.].... The least that is 
conceivable is so little, that it cannot be conceived to 
be discerpible [i.e., physically divisible -- T.L.] into 
less.... As little as this is, the repetition of it will 
amount to considerable magnitudes. As for example, if 
this Globe be drawn upon a Plane, it constitutes a Line; 
and a Cylinder drawn upon a Plane, or this Fame Line 
described by the Globe multiplied into itself, constitutes 
a superficies. etc. [More 1662, Ch. VI, l] 
It appears that although Newton did not mention it, the 
points and lines in the opening statements in his preface to the 
Quadratura were infinitesimals. 
V. 
What was Newton's attitude towards infinitesimals? From what 
I have shown, he clearly did not renounce them. There is no 
evidence that he ever did so; De Morgan's interpretation of the 
Quadratura arises out of a misunderstanding of the foundation 
of the fluxional calculus. Newton did not simply make use of 
infinitesimals as other mathematicians at his time might have 
done. They formed an essential element in his conception of 
the nature of mathematical quantities. He believed that mathe- 
matical quantities were generated from infinitesimals. This 
view is contained in the first edition of the Principia though 
not clearly expressed. It can also be seen in the Quadratura if 
one keeps in mind what has been said already in the Principia 
and/or compares the Quadratura with the writings of Barrow and 
More. 
Newton was reticent about the foundation of his fluxional 
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method because of his fear of controversies. He was, in fact, 
afraid that his fluxional calculus might stir up another contro- 
versy like the one he had with Hook. On 8 November, 1676, he 
wrote to John Collins: 
You seem to desire, yt I would publish my method and I 
look upon your advice as an act of singular friendship, 
but being I believe censured by divers for my scattered 
letters in ye Transactions about such things as no body 
els would have let come out without a substantial discours, 
I could wish I could retract what has been done, but by 
that, I have learnt what's to my convenience, wch is to 
let what I write ly by till I am out of ye way. [ Turnbull 
1’960, 1791 
If it had not been for the rumours associating Leibniz with 
the calculus, the Quadratura would probably not have been pub- 
lished during Newton’s lifetime. It was Newton’s belated claim 
to being the inventor of the calculus [De Morgan 1852a, 324- 
3271. 
The Quadratura, I have said, was written some time before its 
publication. From the original to the published version there 
were some changes in language. The earlier version used the 
language of infinitesimals which was suppressed in the published 
version, no doubt for the purpose of avoiding controversy. 
It was for the same reason, I submit, that the method of 
first and last ratios was introduced. In the first place, this 
method did not avoid working with infinitesimals, but only doing 
without them in the expression of results. Second, it was able 
to achieve this only at the cost of introducing the actual or 
completed infinite. For Newton conceived of the first or last 
ratios as a limit which could actually be reached. 
[B]y the ultimate velocity is meant that with which the 
body is moved, neither before it arrives at its last 
place and the motion ceases, nor after, but at the very 
instant it arrives.... There is a limit which the 
velocity at the end of the motion may attain, but not 
exceed. This is the ultimate velocity. [Cajori 1934, 39; 
Boyer 1959, 2311 
In introducing the method of first and last ratios, Newton 
says that he is aware that “the hypothesis of indivisibles seems 
somewhat harsh.” This should be seen as a non-commital way of 
reporting an already current sentiment, which Newton does not 
necessarily share. 
In the second edition of the Principia, Newton added a General 
Scholium in which he discourses about God, space and time, and 
the possible nature of gravity. Deliberately, as can be seen 
by comparing manuscripts, he included in this discussion the 
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phrases "particles of space" and "indivisible moment of duration" 
[Hall and Hall 1962, 3571. Now "particles of space" and 
ffindivisible moments of duration" had to do not only with 
Newton's conception of the physical universe but with mathematics 
as well, for mathematical quantities for Newton were generated 
in space through motion, Clearly then, infinitesimals were part 
of Newton's metaphysical furniture. One can therefore under- 
stand why Newton could not have renounced infinitesimals; they 
were too fundamental to his conception of the world and of 
mathematics. 
NOTES 
1. This is also the opinion of De Morgan [1852a, 3221. "The 
prime and ultimate ratios, or limits, appear in the 
Principia, but are abandoned in those places in which 
Fluxions are alluded to." 
2. For example in the Geometrical Lectures, which Newton 
helped edit, Barrow considers a means of representing time 
in this way: 
For as Time consists of Parts altogether similar, it 
is reasonable to consider it as a Quantity endowed 
with one Dimension only; for we imagine it to be made 
up, as it were, either of the simple Addition of 
rising Moments; or the continual Flux of one Moment, 
and for that Reason ascribe only length to it, and 
determine its Quantity by the length of the line 
passed over. [Barrow 1735, 14; and see also p. 181 
Clearly Barrow is saying here that whether we think of time 
from the standpoint of indivisibles or of the fluxional 
method, we can still represent it by a straight line, which 
is made up by an addition of points (infinitesimals) or is 
generated through the motion of one point (an infinitesimal). 
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